Yarn spinning is a process that goes back thousands of years and spans all cultures across the globe. Today these yarns spin a story of the past, providing insight into the lives of our ancestors. Through many generations the craft has stood the test of time, though now disrupted and far removed — having evolved from humble handcrafted beginnings to become more modern industrial and technological marvels.

As technology and industry have taken over so many aspects of our lives, we are seeing a cultural shift toward appreciation back to craft and the handmade. Here, we look to the patterns and textures of the past for inspiration and guidance for the future. The patterning within the Yarn Spinner carpet collection reflects a wide range of colors and styles while paying respect to the spinners of yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Convenio BC506 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 3’

*Convenio meant to be used as border, door drop, transition, stairs or inset.*
Rhetorician BC507 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 3’
Schema BC508 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 6’ x 6’
Elocutionist BC509 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 3’
Protagonist BC510 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 12’ x 12’
Listener BC511 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 6’ x 6’
Allegorist BC512 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 2’ 8”

891 RDT20024
859 RDT10084
679 RDT20026
379 RDT20026
641 RDT10085
595 RDT10086
579 RDT10087
Auteur BC513 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 2’
Anecdotist BC514 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 4’ 6” x 6’
Profor BC515 Colorways
Pattern Repeat 3’ x 3’
Specifications

Yarn Spinner

DESIGN
Size   12’ width (3.66m)
Basegrade Synthesis Second Wave
Dye Method Precision Dye Injection (PDI)
Fiber Type 100% Colorstrand Nylon
Weight 36 oz

PERFORMANCE
Construction Tufted
Stain Release Technology EcoSentry Plus Stain Protection
Soil Release Technology EcoSentry Soil Protection
Bleach Resistance Treatment Chloraguard®
Backing Material Weldlok®
Flammability ASTM E 648 - Class 1 (Glue Down)
Smoke Density ASTM E 662 - Less than 450
Static Propensity AATCC - 134 Under 3.5 KV

SUSTAINABILITY
Certification Declare Red List Free
Indoor Air Quality Green Label Plus Certified #6678
NSF 140 Gold

SERVICE
Warranties 10 Year Limited Wear Warranty, Lifetime Static

*All patterns minimum order of 50 sq./yds.